UNION COUNTY     SR-33

KNOX COUNTY LINE TO SOUTH OF SR-144 LEFT (IA)
Length - 5.2  (Reconstruction)
The right-of-way and/or utility process is underway.

UNION COUNTY     SR-61

FROM NORTH DAVID DRIVE TO TATER VALLEY ROAD (EPD/PHASE 2) (IA)
Length - 2.2  (Realignment)
The engineering is underway.

UNION COUNTY     SR-61

FROM NORTH OF ARCHER ROAD TO SOUTH OF JIM TOWN ROAD (PHASE 2) (IA)
Length - 4.5  (Miscellaneous Safety Improvements)
The engineering is underway.
UNION COUNTY     SR-33
BRIDGE OVER CLINCH RIVER, LM 15.67 (BRIDGE REPAIR) LENGTH - 0.010

CONTRACT NO.: CNU132
LET TO CONTRACT: 3/27/2020
CONTRACTOR: JAMISON CONSTRUCTION, LLC
BID PRICE: $310,384.00
EST. COMPLETION DATE: DECEMBER, 2020

UNION COUNTY     SR-144
FROM SR-131 TO SR-33 (RESURF, SAFETY & BR REPAIR) LENGTH - 5.030

CONTRACT NO.: CNT261
LET TO CONTRACT: 6/21/2019
CONTRACTOR: APAC-ATLANTIC, INC.
BID PRICE: $598,051.40
EST. COMPLETION DATE: JULY, 2020

UNION COUNTY
VARIOUS LOCAL ROADS IN UNION COUNTY (LOCAL ROADS SAFETY INITIATIVE) (MISCELLANEOUS SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS)

CONTRACT NO.: CNT367
LET TO CONTRACT: 12/13/2019
CONTRACTOR: HIGHWAY MARKINGS, INC.
BID PRICE: $165,505.35
EST. COMPLETION DATE: SEPTEMBER, 2020